Adelaide Miethke Preschool

QIP Goal - To support children to use stories and symbols to express ideas and make meaning.

2020 Context

Key Actions











Staff committed to further develop skills in Pedagogical Documentation.
Build on 2019 LITERACY focus – oral language, storytelling & book making.
Teacher participation in Coaching Conversations – site funding.
New staff members (2 teachers and & 2 ECW staff) across Term 1 & 2.
Need to revisit documentation processes & agreements – fortnightly planning,
ILP, Pedagogical Documentation, Snapshots of Learning and SOL.
Preschool children motivated by painting & box construction early in Term 1.

Painting &
Construction

PTWR
Collective
Impact project

Pedagogical Documentation
LEARNING AT HOME PROGRAM







Focus areas for Literacy Learning

Features of the literacy curriculum will include storytelling, author studies,
bookmaking, drawing and writing.
Collect base line data on children's descriptive language and storytelling.
Develop agreements about collection & collation of Pedagogical Documentation.
Undertake professional learning with a focus on Pedagogical Documentation.
Develop SNAPSHOT OF LEARNING template.
Extend our practice to provide opportunities for children to explore storytelling
and mark-making in both the indoor and outdoor learning environments.

Covid-19
Learning at
home

Focus Stories
curriculum
emerges

Professional Learning
FOCUS STORIES
CHOSEN FOR CAPACITY TO DEVELOP
PLAY CURRICULUM
Term 2
Wombat Stew & We’re Going on a Bear Hunt
The Three Billy Goats Gruff and Rosie’s Walk

Term 3
STORYTELLING

Gingerbread Man and Mrs Honey’s Hat
Tiddalick and The Very Cranky Bear

Term 4
Grug stories and The Doorbell Rang

Gather data
and analyse

Coaching Conversations

2.2 Developing speaking and listening skills
2.3 Engage children in meaningful reading
experiences.
2.6 Fostering partnerships with parents.
Preschool Literacy Guidebook pp 10.

Play and
Intentional
Teaching

Clay

Crucial Characteristis of team

ARTICUALTING PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE – INFORMATION FOR FAMILIES
Extract from Term 3 Program
STORY TELLING - Why are we focusing on this?
We are aiming to build confident reading identities. Building children’s capacity to story-tell is the first step in
them becoming stron
g readers, writers and book makers.
Using 2 focus texts over the 5 week teaching program allows us to go deeper with our intentional teaching.
We are able to immerse children in these books allowing them to feel confident with the stories and allowing
us to target a range of teaching points, for example vocabulary, story structure and story elements. It also
allows us to make cross-curricular links with both the indoor and outdoor learning spaces and find individual
children’s motivations within the books. Revisiting the 2 focus stories helps children consolidate new learning
and the repetition provides increased opportunities for individual children access to the program.
The two focus texts have been chosen purposefully due to the rhythm and repetition of both stories and the
obvious storyline (beginning, middle, end). Using familiar stories and props that support storytelling enables
children to approach these learning opportunities with confidence and provides a scaffold to support oral
storytelling.

Step 4 – Improve practice and monitor impact

Success Criteria
In the analysis of our pedagogical documentation we will see more children
choosing to use storytelling and symbols to express ideas and make meaning.

Challenge of Practice
Educators will strengthen their pedagogical documentation to inform
learning design with a focus on storytelling.

2018 – LDAR PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

2019 IWP PLT – Ped Doc Is….

EXAMPLES OF ANALYSIS OF PEDAGOGICAL DOCUMENATION - 2020

CHILDREN

EDUCATORS

Progress against Success Criteria from analysis of Pedagogical Documentation
We are seeing that children have 









developed a deep understanding of each of the FOCUS STORIES.
developed increased understanding of the concepts of character and setting.
improved capacity to re-tell focus stories and comment on story events and ideas.
expressed their ideas and meaning in a many ways – painting, drawing, clay-work, dramatic play, drama, etc.
become confident story tellers with improved oral language and increased understanding of new concepts.
improved ‘book’ knowledge.
improved relationships and engagement in play through shared understandings.
demonstrated high levels of social collaboration.
demonstrated an ability to link prior learning.

Progress against Challenge of Practice from analysis of Pedagogical Documentation




Educator’s intentionality is clearly evident in curriculum planning, Learning Stories and Ped Doc.
Educators see increased importance in sharing Learning Stories and writing shared pieces of Ped Doc.
Educators agree that they have increased confidence in relation to documentation.

In analysis of our Pedagogical Documentation we are seeing educators –








planning for multiple entry points into the learning (play, intentional teaching & group times).
referencing focus stories in multiple contexts over time.
analysing the data collected to identify children requiring additional support with concepts.
tracking children’s learning and development and reflecting upon multiple pieces of data.
planning to extend upon children’s learning.
reflecting on children’s non-verbal communication, dialogue and interests.
develop increased knowledge and documentation about children’s theories.

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PRACTICES / HIGH IMPACT STRATEGIES
FOCUS STORIES - 2 x 5 week teaching block
Play and explicit teaching linking to focus stories.
Educators planning collaboratively and developing shared thinking.

Family engagement (especially important during Covid-19).
Supported entry to play and children have shared understandings.
Snapshots of Learning explain the goal and strategies for families.

Ability to scaffold learning in small group times – consistent and explicitly planned.
Children invited to participate (educator scaffolding).

It has been MOST evident that this approach has led to a higher level of engagement in the planned curriculum by children with special rights.

